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Goal:

The student will know the necessary math

concepts in ratio and proportion to

enable him or_her to compute-math

problems in which these concepts are

used.
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PerfOrmance Indicators:

Given a series of math problems in the

Self Assessment and Post Assessment

portions of this module, the student

will be able to successfully compute

the answers.
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Introduction

Problems in ratio and proportion are frequently encountered in the skilled trades.

For example, a machinist employs the concepts of simpleand compound ratio n

solving problems relating to gearing, and a carpenter employs the concepts f ratio

and proportion in working from_blueprints or other scale drawings.
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Study Gui

This study guide is designed to help you successfully complete this module.:

Check off the following step's to completion as you finish them.

STEPS TO COMPLETION

1 Familiarize yourself with the Goal and Performance Indicators on the

title page of this module.

2. Read the Introduction and study the Information section bf the module.
-0

- It is intended to provide you with the math skills necessary to

successfully complete the assessment portions.

3. Complete the Self, Assessment section of this module. YOu may refer to
,

the Information section fOr help.

4.

;
N

kl
AK

Compare your Self Assessment answers with.ti)e.correct answers on the

561f Assessment AnSwer Sheet immediately 'fbilowing the Self Assessment
*4

exam. If you missed morethan one of the Self Assessment exam questions,,

go back and re-study the necessary portions of-the InfOrmitieh sections,

or ask your instructor for help. If you.misled one or none. of these'

problems,.go on to_step 5.

.f44

5. Complete the Post Assessment section of the module.' Show yourinswe.rs .

to the instructor. It is recommended' that you score 90% bi- betterbn

those Post Assessment exams with 10 or more problems, or miss 'r more

thin one problem on those with fewer 'than 10 problems, before being' .

allowed to go on to the next math.module,
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Information

Ratio is a weans of expressing a-relationship between two or more things_mathe-

matically. A ratio is the quotient of two numbers, and it can therefore be

expressed as a fraction. The fraction 3/4 expresses the ratio of three to four,

which may also be written 3:4. Whan a ratio is expressed in words, the things

being related and te.pumerical terms of theratio are_listed in the same order;

for example, if a worker is told to mix sand and cement for a concrete batch in the

ratio of three to one, he or she will know that the mixture must include three

sacks of sand'for,every sack of cement, notthe reverse.

Proportion is an expression ofNequalitybetween two,ratios. The fraction 3/4 is

equal tosthe fraction 6/8; this is a statement of proportion. The relationship

between these equivalents can also be written 3:4::6:8, which is read "three is

to foun as six is to eight." This simply-means that three bears the same relation-

s,hip to four that six does to eight. If all but one of the terms of a proportibn

equation are known, the remaining term an be found. This makes possible a useful

short method fbr solviniproblems like those in which an object must be propor-

tionally increased or reduced in size but where one of the,needed dimensions is

not known.

-
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Liste4-below each problem are four possible answers. Decide which of the fbur is

correct, or most nearly correct; then write the letter.- for that answer in. the

space to the left of the problem.

1. The' ratio Of the height, of .k building to the length of lts,shadow is
5.to 9. What is the height of the building if it castsi,a shadow 90' long?. .

,

a. 50' c. 60'
/ b. 55' -. d. 65"-

; \
,

2. An architect indicates a 1/8" = PO', scale in the drawing of a swimming
pool. What is this scale expressed as a ratio? . .

,
.

a. 1:58 t
. c. 1:85

b. 1:75 -1 d. 1:96
.

, .

3. A til.e sUbtontractbr prepares a shop' drawing to a scale of 1" =1°10".
What is this scale expressed as a ratio?

.,

a: 1:10 . c. 1:14
b. 1 :12 , d. . 1:16

.

A contractor estimates that"10 cents of every dsiliar of his bid, will' be
regoi red for .exteri or a inteilbr glazing of a building: What is the
ratio of the glazing co to the total -buildini cost?

.

a. 1:1

. , b. 1:10

.,e

ti

MA,

c. 1:100r.

d. 1:110
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,1. a

2. d

3. b

4. b
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\* Post
Assessment

4 4

Listed below each problem are four possible answers. Decide which of the four, is .

correct, or most-nearly correct; then write the letter for that answer in.the'

space to the left of the problem.

1. Onge tile job in which fireclay is to be used, a tilesetter tells his
helper to 'mix mortar according to thefollbwing formula: 6 buckets of
river sand; 1 buckeof fireclay, and 2 buckets of cement. What ivthe
ratio of sand to fireclay in the mixture?

a. 1:6 c. 3:1
b. 1:2 d. 6:1 ,

k ?.
.

.

2. Referring again to 'the above problem, what is the ratio of cement to

III
sand in the mixture?

a. 1:2 c. 1:6
b. 1:3 d. 1:8

3. -Mat is the missing term in the proportion 46:30::92:x?,

a. 20 . 'lc, .60

b. 40 cr.. 80 *
t .

4. What is the missing term in the proportion 42:x::30:2.5?

a. '1:75- , c. 4.25 ,.

b. .3.5 d. 5.75
.

5. If 5 cu. yd. of concrete cost $60, what will 3 cu. yd. costl

a. $36 , c. $48
.b. $42 d. $54

6. If.ten cement masons can place and finish 6,400 sq. ft. of concrete
slIdewalk in four days, how many cement masons will be needed to place

. ad finish 3,200 sq. ft. of concrete sidewalk
',

in the same amount of time?
.

a, three c. seven
:~dive d. nine

`3.
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